Saint Mark’s Columbarium

Saint Mark’s Columbarium is a place for respectful rest for the cremated remains of members of Saint Mark’s and their families. Individual remains are kept in urns in cubical enclosures, called niches. Individual niches and a marble cover plate are reserved by a one-time fee which helps recover the original cost and maintenance of the columbarium. A modest engraving fee will incur for completing the inscription on the cover plate.

Members are able to reserve niches in advance so as to ease the burden of decisions at a difficult time in life. At the same time, families may want to consider advance plans for a funeral at Saint Mark’s and arrangements with a funeral home of their choice. More than 30 niches are available for consideration and once reserved will remain available for future use.

Arrangements are also in place at Saint Mark’s and with the Diocese to assure long-term care of the niches in event that Saint Mark’s would relocate or close the present building.

The Columbarium is governed by a committee and the Vestry of Saint Mark’s. A copy of the operating guidelines is available upon request.

Located in the prayerful setting of Saint Mark’s Chapel

If you wish to learn more about the Columbarium contact the rector or a member of the Columbarium Committee.

Complete guidelines are available, as well as a sample use agreement and materials for planning a funeral at Saint Mark’s.